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Abstract
Rapid advances of IT have encouraged many software startups to enter the market place. Our research seeks to investigate the little-studied phenomenon of software startup survival. The research is based on the resource-based view and on dynamic capabilities. We present a research model that investigates factors affecting software startup survival by examining how startups survive in their competitive environment. First, we categorize the resources of software startups into three areas based on socio-technical theory. Specifically, we view entrepreneurial resources as influencing both IT innovation and environmental resources. Second, we view dynamic capabilities as mediating the relationship between interactions among resources and software startup survival. Finally, we investigate the effect of competitive actions in moderating the relationship between dynamic capabilities and software startup survival. Our research seeks to contribute to extant research by proposing the first empirical study of which we are aware that addresses factors influencing software startup survival.
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INTRODUCTION
Startups are human institutions designed to create new products and services under conditions of extreme uncertainty, and typically are accompanied by high innovation-driven growth (Ries 2011). The focus of this paper is software startups. Looking back to the Internet Boom during the 1990s, numerous software startups poured into the market and attracted unbelievable amounts of venture capital, but a few of them survived when the bubble burst and eventually developed into successfully established companies, such as Ebay, Google and Amazon. With the development of information systems, such as cloud computing and open source software, the barriers to entry for software startups have decreased significantly in recent years. “Software as a service” has been a rapid growing fashion in software industry (Benlian 2011). Recently social media based services are responsible for a new boom of software startups, and many startups aiming to design new services enter into the market. Some of them survive and grow into successful established firms, such as Facebook, Twitter. However, there is a “crueal rule” in startup ecosystem that nearly 80% of startup companies cannot survive in the competitive environment within their first three years (Feinleib 2011). Therefore, it is demanding for people to understand what the driven forces for software startup survival are and how to help software startups achieve sustainable business performance. The purpose of the paper is to answer the following two questions: (1) what determines software startup survival? (2) How can software startups survive?

It is meaningful for IS scholars to understand about software startups (Sawyer 2000; Li et al. 2010). The software industry is one of the biggest growth markets worldwide and also one of the most international sectors. It affects the development of other industries, since software has been necessary for any other industry of the information society. In the meantime, startups have influential impact on economic growth. They play important roles in creating job and in driving innovation (Kane 2010). The IS literature indicated the missing link between IT and entrepreneurism including software startups (Giudice and Straub 2011). Therefore, understanding software startup survival is in need for IS field.

Some research exploits resource-based view to explain firm survival or high firm performance phenomenon, but little is specialized to software startups. The reasons why software firms fail were investigated by Li et al. (Li et al. 2010). Their research focused on the relationship between capabilities and firm survival for mature firms with the average firm age of 9.6 years. However, the antecedents for younger and older firm failure are different, and failures of younger firms may be attributed to the deficiency in resources and capabilities (Thornhill and Amit 2003). Wu examine the relationship between dynamic capabilities and firm performance with the emphasis on
the impact from external partner cooperation for high-tech startups. This study did not focus on software startups and is lacking an overall analysis on firm resource dynamics (Wu 2007).

In this research, we utilize resource-based view (RBV) and dynamic capabilities as the basic theories to explain why some software startups survive in the competitive ecosystem. We integrate the resource-based view and dynamic capabilities theory into one model, and analyze resources of software startups from the perspective of socio-technical theory. The research model also indicates the important role of competitive actions on software startup survival. The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: we introduce the theoretical background, which presents the reasons why we interpret the resources of software startups by drawing on the socio-technical theory and why we extend the traditional RBV model by incorporating dynamic capabilities. Second, we present the research model and propose six hypotheses. We focus on the interactions among resources, the mediating role of dynamic capabilities between interactions among resources and software startup survival, and the moderating effect of competitive actions from dynamic capabilities to software startup survival. Third, we describe the research methodology on data collection and measurement development. Finally, we present our conclusions.

**THEORETICAL BACKGROUND**

Both RBV and dynamic capabilities are used to analyze firm survival or high firm performance. RBV emphasizes the importance of resources, but lacks of explanations on how resources can lead to high firm performance (Sirman 2007). Comparably, dynamic capabilities focus on building capabilities. In spite of the different foci from RBV, dynamic capabilities theory enhances RBV by addressing the evolutionary nature of firm resources in relation to the changing environment (Ahenkora et al. 2012).

**Resource-based View**

The core idea of RBV is that firms should achieve high performance by exploiting resources (Barney 1991; Wernerfelt 1984). Within the context of firm performance, resources, capabilities, and sustained competitive advantage are three main constructs in RBV model where resources are the driver of capabilities and capabilities are the direct source of high firm performance (Grant 1996). Resources can be tangible or intangible (Wernerfelt 1984). For instance, financial and technical resources are intangible assets and human and organizational resources are tangible assets. Resources should be valuable, rare, inimitable and un-substitutable (Barney 1991). Some literatures demonstrate the direct effect of complementary or accumulated resource on high firm performance (Bharadwaj 2007; Oliver 1997). Others consider resources as a kind of capability, and focus on the indirect effect of resources on high firm performance (Bharadwaj 2007; Bhatt and Grover 2005). Capabilities are defined as firms’ ability to deploy resources based on developing, carrying, and exchanging information within the organization (Amit and Schoemaker 1993). The process of how resources are utilized to develop capabilities can be better disclosed, if resources and capabilities are investigated independently (Ravichandran and Lertwongsatien 2005). In order to unfold through what mechanism resources can lead to software startup survival, we therefore analyze resources and capabilities separately. RBV is used extensively to examine resource and/or capability-driven high firm performance. However, traditional RBV focuses on deploying existing resources within the firm, and does not include environmental resources, which are crucial for software startups. Because most software startups do not have sufficient resources at the early stage of their business development, environmental resources including business opportunity and partnership are extremely valuable for their survival. Furthermore, static resource stock is not sufficient for firm to achieve high performance. Especially for startup companies which live in a highly volatile environment, resources for them should be accompanied with dynamic flow (Mckelvie 2009).

**Dynamic Capabilities Theory**

Although both RBV and dynamic capability theory consider that firm is a bundle of resources and address the way in which they can lead to high firm performance (Ambrosini and Bowman 2009). Dynamic capabilities theory argues that simply accumulating resources is not enough to support high firm performance, and companies should have timely responses to rapidly redeploy internal and external resources (Teece et al. 1997). It explains that firms should also be able to sense and shape opportunities and threats and to seize opportunities (Teece 2007). Dynamic capabilities theory emphasizes the effect of environmental resources on high firm performance, which is neglected by RBV. Compared with traditional RBV with the emphasis on resources selection, dynamic capabilities theory focuses on capability building (Barney 2001) which is treated as an extension of RBV. Dynamic capabilities are highly suitable for firms in the innovation-based competitive environment (Teece 1997), especially when they involve new product development (Winter 2003). The software industry is experiencing intensively innovation-related competition and software startups always involve new product development. So dynamic capabilities are essential for them to adapt with the uncertain ecosystem and achieve survival eventually.
RESEARCH MODEL AND HYPOTHESES

Before defining “software startup survival” in our research context, we first look at business discontinuance. Business discontinuance is a broad definition of firm failure that refers to the change of ownership or cessation of business (Watson and Everet 1993). The discontinuance of business not only includes firms close due to lack of performance, but also incorporates firms acquired by established companies. Some software startups are sold to other firms with most of their productivity remaining in the industry (Lane and Schary 1991). To avoid bias from including startups that are taken-over due to high profitability, software startup survival is defined as the continuance of productivity without declaring bankruptcy. Despite the fact that firm survival and firm performance are different, small business must survive if they are to eventually achieve high performance (Scott and Bruce 1987). It is therefore not contradictory for us to use high performance-driven theory to analyze software startup survival.

Figure 1 shows the research model. Our research model illustrates the mechanism by which software startups can survive in the highly competitive and changing environment based on RBV and dynamic capabilities. Interactive resources achieve optimal performance for dynamic capabilities. Second, dynamic capabilities of learning, integration, and response are essential for software startups to adapt with the changing ecosystem and survive eventually. Third, software startups need to take competitive actions to promote their products/service and get into the markets to compete with the existing competitors. Finally, the competitive actions can enhance the effect of dynamic capabilities on software startup survival. In summary, the interaction of different resources leads to dynamic capabilities, and the leveraging of dynamic capabilities and the complementary effect between dynamic capabilities and competitive actions result in software startup survival.

Figure 1. Research Model

Resources

Socio-technical theory supports our design to integrate both internal and environmental resources when conducting the resource stock. Resources are defined as stocks of available factors that are owned or controlled by firms (Amit and Schoemater 1993). Resources are inputs to production process. They could be owned by the individual firm or obtained from the external environment (Grant 1996). Resources are the source of capabilities, that is, what firms can do critically depends on what they have. Resources should be developed and updated over time. The renewed resource stock is helpful for firms building dynamic capabilities. Socio-technical theory is used to interpret the interaction among different resources. From the point of socio-technical theory, organizations are analyzed from three levels: technical system level, organization system level, and macro social system level. The fit among the three subsystems can result in high firm performance (Trist 1981). The technical system and the organizational system can be viewed as internal systems, while the macro social system is an external system. In software startups, IT innovation and entrepreneurial resources are the internal systems and environmental resources belong to the external system.

Entrepreneurial resources (ETR) include entrepreneurial personality (Zhao and Seibert 2006), know-how knowledge (Wu 2007) and social capital (Wu et al. 2008). Successful entrepreneurs tend to have some certain personal traits in common, such as conscientiousness, extraversion, and openness to experience, which play critical influence on startup survival. Furthermore, their know-how knowledge and social relationship affect their startups’ growth to a large extent. Entrepreneurs are the impetus of the whole organization and play a pivotal
role in resource integration. Entrepreneurs should identify the gap between what the firm has and what they need to acquire from the social environment, and combine internal and external resources together (Brush et al. 2001).

**IT innovation (ITI)** is defined on the basis of Swanson’s understanding: IT innovation is innovation in the organizational application of digital computer and communication technologies (Grover et al. 1997; Lyytinen and Rose 2003; Swanson 1994). IT innovation is an intangible firm asset. Previous research has shown that technology-driven innovation has a profound influence on new firm survival (Giudice and Straub 2011). Consistent with the typology of IT innovation for small software firms (Carlo et al. 2012), we investigate three types of IT innovation: base innovation, process innovation, and product and service innovation. Base innovation reflects changes of computing capabilities in software startups. For instance, software startups enable large scale reuse and improve communications among developers by choosing design patterns. Process innovation involves the improvement of the development process. Software startups need to modify their design procedures through “learning by trying” or “learning by doing” to adapt with changing customer needs. Many software startups use open source development to reduce operational costs. Product and service innovation involves creating new software or delivering new service based on software creation.

With respect to the relationship between entrepreneurial resources and IT innovation, entrepreneurial resources influence IT innovation. Influencing innovation is an important role for entrepreneurs in small and medium enterprises (Hébert and Link 2006). For software startups, most IT innovation derives from entrepreneurs. Personal traits of an entrepreneur –conscientiousness, openness to experience, and extroversion- have crucial impact on IT innovation (Zhao and Seibert 2006). Further, entrepreneurial social relationships and know-how have an essential influence on innovation (Capaldo et al. 2003). The success of some well-known startups, such as Google, Facebook and Dropbox, may be attributed to a great extent to innovative entrepreneurs. Therefore, we propose the first hypothesis as follows:

H1: Entrepreneurial resources are positively associated with IT innovation in software startups.

**Environmental resources (EVR)** of software startups incorporate business opportunity and cooperator, which are important in assisting small business survival (Street and Cameron 2007). Business opportunities are decisive for software startups’ development. Additionally, firms should not only identify business opportunities but also exploit the partner network to obtain opportunities (Jarillo 1989). Software startups are less resource-endowed firms and they need technical, managerial, financial, and human resources to develop their capabilities through sponsorship or partnership (Hitt et al. 2000). Software startups depart from a good business opportunity and enrich their resources through the sponsorship-based or partnership-based cooperators.

With regard to the relationship between entrepreneurial resources and environmental resources, entrepreneurial resources are the main driver of absorbing environmental resources for startups. Utilizing environmental resources is necessary for new firms’ growth (Jarillo 1989). Entrepreneurs have strong impact on identifying business opportunities and play a positive role in partnership construction (Baron and Enshay 2005; Ucbasaran et al. 2007). The willingness of external partners to cooperate with startups is primarily determined by the attractiveness of the promised entrepreneurial resources (Wu 2007). Thus we propose the second hypothesis as follows:

H2: Entrepreneurial resources are positively associated with environmental resources in software startups.

**Dynamic Capabilities**

**Dynamic capability (DC)** is the capability to renew or reshape resources in a changing environment (Lockett and Thompson 2001). Stronger dynamic capabilities mean that firms have the better chance of surviving (Chien and Tsai 2012; Wu 2007). For software startups, we look at dynamic capabilities in the following categories: learning capability, integration capability, and response capability (Teece 2007; Teece et al. 1997; Bowman and Ambrosini 2003). Learning capability is the ability to acquire new knowledge to make organizational routines effective and efficient. “Learning by doing” and “learning by trying” are the main characteristics of IT innovation. IT technical staff needs to constantly acquire new knowledge or skills to improv software functionality. Integration capability is the ability to combine market or technical knowledge into existing resources. The outcome of integration ability is to renew the resources base of the firm. For instance, software startups embed cloud computing into their software development process or integrate open source software into the development platform, which results in the low cost of work routines. Response capability refers to the ability to respond to the dynamic environment. The software industry is highly competitive and startups need to be equipped with fast response ability to cope with the business opportunity or with threats to business. They also need the rapid response ability to react competitors’ strategies or customer need.

With respect to the association between interactions among resources and dynamic capabilities, the interactions among IT innovation, entrepreneurial resources, and environmental resources has positive influence on the
development of dynamic capabilities in software startups. An adequate resource stock is not a simple combination but a systematic integration of internal and external resources. Dynamic capabilities derive from organizational routines rather than are bought from market (Eisenhardt and Martin 2000), and organizational routines embed in the interactions among different resources. Accordingly, dynamic capabilities can generate economic profits when software startups involve in the high degree of interactions among different resources. Therefore, we propose the third hypothesis as follows:

H3: Interactions among resources are positively associated with dynamic capabilities in software startups.

With respect to the link between dynamic capabilities and software startup survival, dynamic capabilities including learning, integration, and response capability are essential for software startups gaining more market share and eventually survive. Hence we propose the fourth hypothesis as follows:

H4: Dynamic capabilities are positively associated with software startup survival.

**Competitive Actions**

**Competitive action (CA)** is externally directed, specific, and observable competitive moves initiated by a firm to enhance its competitive position (Ferrier 2001). Early research on dynamic theory converged on individual competitive action and then extended to competitive action repertory (Rindova et al. 2010). Competitive action repertory is the set of market oriented actions used by an organization to attract, serve or keep customers (Miller and Chen 1993). It provides an overall picture on the aggregate effects of a set of competitive behaviors comparing with individual competitive action. More frequent and diversified competitive moves lead to higher firm performance (Chi and Andrevski 2010). Competitive actions are categorized into pricing, service, new product development and so on (Smith et al. 2001). For software startups, we conduct three types of competitive actions: pricing, customer involvement, and service. Pricing for information service has arisen increasing attention. Many studies investigating on pricing schemes think them as a crucial competitive behavior to help firms gain more profits (Wu and Banker 2006). In reality, different firms adopt different pricing strategies. Some software startups, like Facebook and Twitter, do not charge from their users at the early stage of development, whereas others such as Dropbox implement diversified pricing methods for different customers. Customer satisfaction on the new software or service is deterministic for software startup survival. Customers are valuable sources, since they can facilitate companies to have a deeper understanding of their market by contributing their ideas to the new product launching (Hanna et al. 1995). This view is an important trend in relationship marketing (Lagrosen 2005) and has shown its efficiency in software industry (Cheung et al. 2011). Software startups deliver online or offline service based on their software creation, so service is a competitive weapon for them to increase market share or profits. It is highly important for software startups assessing and fulfilling customer needs when they launch a new software product. Excellent service quality can guarantee software startup’s competitive advantage.

With respect to the association between competitive actions and software startup survival, the effect of competitive actions on firm survival has been confirmed by competitive dynamic theory (Ferrier 1999). The assembled impact of competitive repertory involving pricing, customer involvement, and service can lead software startups to pursue high performance. Consequently we propose the fifth hypothesis as follows:

H5: Competitive actions are positively associated with software startup survival.

With respect to the moderating impact of competitive actions, the alignment of dynamic capabilities and competitive actions can augment the likelihood of software startups survival. Competitive actions account for firms’ capabilities (Chen 2009). In a hyper-competitive environment, such as software industry, companies must outpace competition by constantly exploring and pursuing new sources of competitive advantage (Lyytinen et al. 2002). Dynamic capabilities, as a kind of source of competitive advantage, focus on strategies exploiting resources to build up internal capabilities. Competitive actions emphasize the moves responding to external turbulence. For instance, by taking competitive actions, such as customer involvement, software startups increase the capability to respond to changing market. Therefore, we propose the sixth hypothesis as follows:

H6: Competitive actions increase the positive effect of dynamic capabilities on software startup survival.

**Control Variables**

In the paper, we control firm age and establishment size which are highly related to firm survival (Aspelund et al. 2005; Thornhill and Amit 2003). The firm’s failure rate will change according to its life cycle (Agarwal and Gort 2002). The startup stage is referred as the period spanning from the establishment of the startup to the mass production of its first product (Wu 2007). During the startup stage, software startups accumulate resources and dynamic capabilities as time processes, so their life expectancy will increase as their age increases.
Establishment size is another factor influencing startup survival. We exploit the number of employee to proxy establishment size. Large entrepreneurial team increases the venture’s range of feasible strategies and the probability of effectuating a successful strategy (Aspelund et al. 2005). For software startups, the large initial firm size reflects the rich internal resources, therefore, means the larger chance to survive.

Table 1. Construct Measurement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct name--type of Construct</th>
<th>Sub-construct name--type of sub-construct</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Source or basis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneurial Resources (ETR) -- Formative</td>
<td>Personality --Reflective</td>
<td>Conscientiousness, openness to experience, and extraversion</td>
<td>Zhao and Seibert 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Capital --Reflective</td>
<td>Structural capital, relationship capital, and cognitive capital</td>
<td>Liao and Welsch 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Know-how --Reflective</td>
<td>Informatics and e-business, marketing, and human resource management</td>
<td>Omerzel and Antonic 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT Innovation (ITI) -- Formative</td>
<td>Base Innovation --Reflective</td>
<td>Number of base innovation, such as three-tier or higher level architecture, software patterns</td>
<td>Carlo et al. 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Process Innovation --Reflective</td>
<td>Number of process innovation, such as open source development, new specification techniques</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service Innovation --Reflective</td>
<td>Number of service innovation, such as innovation business intelligence using Internet, intranet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Resources (EVR)-- Formative</td>
<td>Business Opportunity --Reflective</td>
<td>Inconsistencies in existing service and quality, industry growth, and imperfect of the market</td>
<td>Timmons and Spinelli 1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperator --Reflective</td>
<td>Sponsorship-based and partnership-based</td>
<td>Lee et al. 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Capabilities (DC) --Formative</td>
<td>Learning Capability --Reflective</td>
<td>Managerial commitment, openness and experimentation, and knowledge transfer</td>
<td>Jerez-Gómez et al. 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integration Capability --Reflective</td>
<td>Internal integration and external integration</td>
<td>Johnson and Filippini 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Response Capability --Reflective</td>
<td>Assess product performance, assess customer need, and assess promotional performance</td>
<td>Heinrichs and Lim 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitive Actions (CA) -- Formative</td>
<td>Pricing --Reflective</td>
<td>Share competitor’s information, discuss competitors’ strategy, and target competitive advantage</td>
<td>Ingenbleek et al. 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customer Involvement --Reflective</td>
<td>Frequency of meetings, extent of consultation, representation of customers, and number of relevant tools used</td>
<td>Carbonell et al. 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service --Reflective</td>
<td>Tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy</td>
<td>Gibson et al. 2007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Data Collection

In our data sample, we will control for firm age less than 6 years and the number of employee less than 15. Therefore we will select software startups established after 2008. We will collect data from entrepreneurs based on the “***” registers of Australian software startups. This list of *** startups will provide adequate sample size for the tests (described below). We will follow the best practices to guarantee the response rate (Dillman et al. 1974).

Measurement Development

For all the independent variables, we will adopt the measurements from existing literature and make some modifications according to our research context. The construct measurement is shown in Table 1. We will measure each item on a Likert-type scale. We will then invite a number of scholars in the area to review our questions. We will modify the items based on their suggestions. After the initial development of measures, we
will conduct a pilot test using a small group of entrepreneurs. The participants will be requested to make comments on the format, content, and wording of the measurements. We then will clarify any ambiguous wording and any errors based on their feedback. The dependent variable is measured by a binary variable. “1” represents the startup exists in the industry, while “0” represents the startup does not survive.

CONCLUSION

Although software startups have important impacts on society, little research has been specifically conducted to address their survival. This research-in-progress paper focuses on the determinants of their survival and how they can survive in the competitive environment. Our research makes three potential contributions to the literature. First, we provide a new way of looking at firm resources by drawing on socio-technical theory. Compared with traditional RBV, environmental resources are incorporated into the resource stock. We investigate the role of entrepreneurial resources in enabling IT innovation and addressing environmental resources. Second, we propose a research model to explain by what mechanism software startups can survive on the basis of resource-based view and dynamic capabilities. Specifically, we conduct the interactive effect of IT innovation, entrepreneurial resources, and environmental resources on dynamic capabilities. We then examine the impact of dynamic capabilities on software startup survival. Finally, our research is the first work of which we are aware to examine the moderating impact of competitive actions from dynamic capabilities to software startup survival.
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